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Abstract: Space developments have been built on tremendous numbers of failures in the 

past. Since space environments are very difficult to simulate on the ground, or space 

vehicles need very massive power to escape from the earth, space scientists and engineers 

have been solving “Unknown” technical factors derived from many analyses of the causes 

of failures. Space developments have confronted enormous “Risks.” Therefore space 

community has been refining their technical and managerial processes in developments to 

conquer these risks. Risk management is the essential part of these activities. While 

lessons learned are typical examples that show the successor how past failures occurred 

and how these countermeasures were taken, and what were the results of them. It is very 

essential for organizations to sharpen their sensitivity to risks at the development. In most 

cases, the causes of failures are combination of technical and managerial defects in the 

process of developments. Nowadays space development has changed from science and 

technical adventure to business opportunities. Space community has to explore their way 

of development. Lessons learned is not only knowledge, but duties to prevent 

reoccurrence of similar kind of failures, that were extracted from past bitter experience. If 

lessons learned suggest correcting the technical and managerial process of developments, 

it will also improve risk management of the organization. Currently it is vital to link 

lessons learned to the risk management to keep brand value of the organization.  

Key Words:  Lessons Learned, Risk management, project management, space 

development 

1.  Introduction 

Early days of space developments were challenges to the universe. Big countries poured 

huge money to space developments to get early advantages in science, military, business 

area. Therefore government had provided huge amount of budget and human resources to 

them. At the beginning of space developments, there were lots of unknown factors in 

space environments, so space scientists and engineers investigated them launching many 

rockets and satellites and got knowledge about them. Gradually they built larger rockets 

and satellites to utilize space advantages such as astronomy, communication, weather 

forecast, military field, etc. Many scientists and engineers had taken the approach, to try 

missions at first and then they failed, they analyzed the causes of failures and overcame 

them at the next trial. They believed that knowledge could be built on only series of 

failures until today. In early days, they had no choice to take other than this approach, and 

they were allowed to take these approaches with affluent budget and work force. 
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However space developments passed almost half century, current investors of space 

developments are not generous as before. Space scientists and engineers have to explore 

smarter way. Space community has been confronting enormous risks to achieve their 

missions. These risks are hidden in technologies, budgets and schedule and appeared 

when these three factors weren’t balanced well. Space community perceived importance 

of the management that deals risks to achieve the success of missions. The activities to 

realize missions are called “Project” [1]. Project managers were aware secrets of 

successful projects are to provide refined scenario to win, sufficient environments and 

enough resources, and team of an experienced leader and well motivated staffs. But, 

current projects managers resigned themselves that above conditions were seldom 

provided. Top management project managers have to explore their way of development.  

Space development has some dilemma in nature. If some mission failed, space 

scientists and engineers can’t investigate its causes exactly because the products were far 

from the earth and only small amount of information could be got. Even though they spent 

long time and much money, there were some cases that they couldn’t reach the exact 

conclusion. Therefore top management and projects managers have to look for ways to 

avoid mission failures. Nowadays many organizations are struggling to improve their risk 

management in current situation. 

One solution is to set up good strategy and provide refined technical road map. In the 

process of building good strategy, organization perceives its own power and purpose. 

The other solution is to possess good lessons learned and link them to risk 

management. Analyzing past failures precisely from various aspects, brings many lessons 

learned that will suggest that there are problems in the process of development at 

managerial and technical aspects. It is troublesome and time consuming work to analyze 

past failures reports and interview with project managers. However result of this job will 

lead to big revolution to the organization. 

Lessons learned are duties to prevent reoccurrence of similar kind of failures 

extracted from past bitter experience. Also it will instruct how to improve risk 

management for every layer of organization. This paper describes the importance of 

linking lessons learned with risk management in order to construct robust process of space 

development. 

2.  Risk management 

2.1. What is the Risk Management? 

Definitions of the term “risk” are different in the each field. The dictionary [2]
 
defines 

“Risk,” 1.exposure to the chance of injury or loss; hazard or dangerous chance. 2. 

Insurance, a. the hazard or chance of loss. b. The degree of probability of such loss. c. the 

amount that the insurance company may lose, d. A person or thing with reference to the 

hazard involved in insuring him or her, or it. e. the type of loss, as life, fire, marine 

disaster, or earthquake, against which an insurance policy is drawn. Also it defines “Risk 

management”, the technique or profession of assessing, minimizing, and preventing 

accidental loss to a business, as through the use of insurance, safety measures, etc.  

Peter Bernstein describes the origin of the word “risk” in his book “Against the 

Gods” [3], “The words risk derives from the early Italian “risicare”, which means “to 

dare.”  In this sense, risk is a choice rather than a fate.” Also he describes the risk 
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management. “The essence of risk management lies in maximizing the area where we 

have some control over the outcome and the linkage between effect and cause is hidden 

from us.”  

NASA defines “Risk; The combination of the probability that a program or project 

will experience an undesired event (some examples include a cost overrun, schedule 

slippage, safety mishap, health problem, malicious activities, environmental impact, 

failure to achieve a needed scientific or technological breakthrough or mission success 

criteria) and the consequences, impact, or severity of the undesired event, were it to occur. 

Both the probability and consequences may have associated uncertainties” [4]. Also they 

define “Risk Management; An organized, systematic decision making process that 

efficiently identifies, analyzes, plans, tracks, controls, communicates, and documents risk 

to increase the likelihood of achieving program/project goals” [4]. Risk management is an 

activity that manages risks in projects, in order to prevent troubles in advance.  

The concept of NASA’s risk management flow is very simple, which is composed of 

identification, analysis, planning, tracking, controlling, communication, and 

documentation of risks [4]. It came from concept of “Continuous risk management” that 

was proposed by Software Engineering Institute of Carnegie Mellon University [5].   
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probability, time frame), 
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Fig. 1: The Risk Management Functions of NASA’s flow. 

Risk management functions of NASA’s flow are as follows. 

(1) Identify.  State the risk in terms of condition and consequence(s); capture the 

context of the risk; e.g., what, when, where, how, and why.  
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(2) Analyze.  Evaluate risk probability, impact/severity, and timeframe (when 

action needs to be taken); classify/group with similar/related risks; and prioritize.  

(3) Plan.  Assign responsibility, determine approach (research, accept, mitigate, or 

monitor); if risk will be mitigated, define mitigation level (e.g., action item list or 

more detailed task plan) and goal; execute plan.  

(4) Track.  Acquire/update, compile, analyze, and organize risk data; report 

tracking results; and verify and validate mitigation actions.  

(5) Control.  Analyze tracking results, decide how to proceed (re-plan, close the 

risk, invoke contingency plans, continue tracking); execute the control decisions.  

(6) Communication and documentation.  These are present in all of the preceding 

functions and are essential for the management of risks. A system for 

documentation and tracking of risk decisions shall be implemented. 

2.2. Risk Management of Space Development in Japan 

In Japanese space development, NASDA (National Space Development Agency of Japan) 

pursued many projects in the past. In early days, there were no clear concept of risk 

managements, each project manager coped with his risks, based on his experience and 

idea. However in this way, these experience or skills could not be accumulated and didn’t 

transfer to the successors. This information should be documented such as project 

management manuals and revised by followers.  

At the beginning of NASDA, most of technologies related launch vehicles and 

satellites were introduced from U.S. There were no serious troubles concerning to system 

design. But after NASDA had launched domestically developed launch vehicles and 

satellites, they had to encounter series of mission failures. They have to admit the cause of 

failures comes from defects of product. When they lost a second domestic large satellite, 

the government forced them to set a written rule of risk management and apply it to the 

projects, to avoid further mission failures or embarrassing foreign development partners. 

NASDA had established a tentative requirement of risk management in May 2001. 

This requirement consisted of a conceptual flow of risk management. New launch vehicle 

and satellite project teams agreed to apply this risk management requirement, then this 

requirement updated into NASDA Handbook 3; Risk management handbook in 

September 2003. Japanese government decided to merge three national aerospace 

organizations into one, named JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) in October 

2003. JAXA took over Risk management handbook of NASDA.  

2.3 Risk Management Flow and Elements 

In April 2004, JAXA published the risk management handbook JMR-011 [6]. The flow 

of risk management in JAXA is depicted in this document. Basic concept of risk 

management flow of JAXA is similar to NASA’s flow. However it contains “Planning of 

risk management” and “Implementation of risk management.” Figure2 shows the risk 

management flow of JAXA. 

“Planning of risk management” requires each project to describe “Project plan” and 

“Risk management plan” at the start of authorized activities. Contents of “Risk 

management plan” are required to contain the risk management policy, implementing 

organization, and main risks and countermeasures to them.  
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Top management will confirm them at phase transition review to start a project. 

Besides, projects must update risk status in one item in one sheet until the end of projects. 

Top management also will confirm the status of risks at the review of the development 

completion. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
    

The policy of risk management handbook is that top management monitor project 

manager’s activities at every stage transition reviews, and if they perceive some problem, 

top management will communicate project manager and take countermeasures then.  

But this approach have some fault, it will be effective only when project manager can 

perceive all risks. If project manager finds risk just before launch, there is only a choice to 

patch up to this risk to keep planned schedule. Risk management of JAXA needs some 

improvement to find risks earlier and evaluate them more accurately. 

One solution is to set up independent assessment team that evaluates the mission 

preparation from early phase of developments. JAXA gathered experts of all discipline 

related launch vehicle or satellites and stared independent assessment. They assessed all 

system of launch vehicles and satellites. Team leader of independent assessment team 

reported their conclusion to the president of JAXA before launch. 

  Another solution is to provide meetings to communicate project team with top 

management, if project manager feels something uncomfortable, he can appeal it to the 

president of JAXA. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Risk Management Flow of JAXA 
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2.4 Disadvantages of Space Development 

From the beginning of space development, many people had tried to implement risk 

management. But there were some obstacle to perform it. Because space products has 

following characteristics, 

a. Space community doesn’t know entire nature of space. For example if spacecraft goes 

to another planet, it is desirable to launch precursor probes before main mission go to 

there, to investigate real environmental conditions.  

b. It is very difficult and costly to simulate launch and space environments on the 

ground. New flight system can be verified only at real flight condition. This means 

first flight of brand new system have always some risks at the launch, space 

community would be safe to provide stand-by product as risk mitigation. 

c. Launch vehicles and satellites can’t provide enough redundancy because there are 

weight and space constraints.  

d. After the launch vehicles or satellites depart from the ground, it is impossible to 

access and repair to them. There is little exception that some software in satellite can 

be updated by link from the ground. 

e. Launch vehicles or satellites can provide very limited information in flight to monitor 

their health from the ground.  

f. Space environments are very severe in temperature and radiation. Therefore 

electronic parts and materials have to provide very special specification. They are 

produced by small quantity, therefore they are expensive. 

In spite of above disadvantages, space development had continued to challenge to the 

new technology. There are many kinds of approaches to support better risk management.  

2.5  Systems Engineering Aapproach 

Systems engineering approach aims to build robust products. This process requires to 

verifying from every parts, materials and components up to total systems. 

In order to build robust products, all parts, materials and components should meet 

requirements including environmental conditions and performance goal. This approach 

needs some cost and much time to verify all composing items. According to the analysis 

of past failures, when launch vehicle or satellites builder omitted some verification 

process, intended to reduce cost and schedule, they tended to encounter reverse results. 

Most troubles would be prevented if they took cautious verification stage or to evaluate 

verification test data carefully. NASA recognized importance of systems engineering, and 

had provided “NASA Systems Engineering Handbook; SP-6105” [7]. But this book 

provide only concept of systems engineering, it isn’t instructions to project teams. To 

carry out good systems engineering approach in project activities, it is necessary to set up 

long term strategy with budget allocation along target missions, and to provide reliable 

verification process instruction.   

Many troubles are caused by insufficient robustness of products. Robustness will be 

achieved by only using matured technologies. One way to evaluate risks in technologies is 

to measure the maturity of target systems. If there are good road maps to show how 

system and components were evolved, it isn’t difficult to evaluate the maturity of products 

and risks.  
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One solution for achieving robustness in products is to apply “Taguchi method” to do 

“Experiment of design” searching for new design parameters [8]. If space engineers carry 

out the smarter experiments, they can reduce budget and schedule for development with 

gaining robust products. 

2.6 Risk based approach 

Systems engineering approach focuses on proper process of verification to achieve 

robust “product,” however undesired events in operation may happen at some possibility. 

Risk based design approach is focus on providing robust “system design”. It is realized by 

depicting risk scenario and to install risks mitigating or reducing devices in design to 

prevent fatal failures.  

One solution is to implement “Probabilistic Risk Assessment” to launch vehicle or 

satellites missions, but it has to perform quantitative assessment and if there are no good 

reference data, result of PRA brings smaller than expected [9]. 

Other solution is to carry out qualitative risk assessment using combination of Event 

Tree Analysis and Fault Tree Analysis with event failures as top events. This work will 

indicate the risk scenario of target system in dynamic sequence. Launch vehicle or 

satellites builder can consider the risk strategy without quantitative analysis. 

2.7 Managerial Risk Evaluation 

Risk management is one of project management elements [1]. The secrets of successful 

project activities are to provide refined scenarios to win, sufficient environments and 

enough resources, and team of an experienced leader and well motivated staffs. However, 

in actual projects all of above conditions might be seldom provided, and the shortage of 

resources or skilled leaders caused mission failures in many cases. Therefore 

organizations should evaluate risks of the project to examine the above conditions.  

Robert Simons proposed to evaluate the pressures on project manager as good metrics 

to the success of projects [10]. He invented “Risk exposure calculator” that looks over 

internal and external conditions of projects. He explains this tool as follows. “The risk 

exposure calculator analyses the pressure points inside a business that can cause strategic 

risks to “blow up” into a crisis. Some of these pressures are due to growth, some are due 

to management culture, and some are due to information management. Collectively, these 

forces can “surprise” to managers in the form of operating errors, impairment of assets, 

and crises of customer confidence. The risk exposure calculator is a diagnostic estimate of 

the magnitude and type of “pressure” that might lead to substantial failure or breakdown. 

As suggested by Figure 3, the nine pressure points that we discuss are addictive. One 

pressure feeds upon the other. If the pressure builds too high, operations risk, asset 

impairment risk, and competitive risk can cause irreparable damage”. 

“If the total score of a project are very high, top management has to monitor the 

performance of this project and take countermeasures immediately.”  

To utilize this calculator, top management has to embed some mechanism to evaluate 

project team activities or there needs some chance for project manager to propose to 

rescue his project to top management. Early warning has more chance to rescue project 

with less damage.  
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One solution is to provide project management guideline, and independent team 

evaluation to performance of project team activities how project achieved items in this 

guideline at every stage of developments. Top management should recommend for project 

managers to report early misgivings, after that top management have to support them. 
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2.8  Risk Management Keeps Brand Confidence  

Concept of risk management activities is simple, but it is difficult to embody it into the 

concrete activities. Organization has to digest this concept and re-integrate everyday 

works into a systematic framework from the view points of risk management. Many 

organizations might not reach to this point. Construction of an effective risk management 

requires strong intention of top management. Project managers need verified tools to 

perceive risks beforehand and trainings of staffs to communicate their risks with their 

teams. Also top management needs independent assessments to report bad news directly 

to them. It is very challenging job that all employee recognize the importance of risk 

management and to invent proper management to suit their organization. Space 

developments have changed science and technical adventure to business opportunity. In 

the business world, to keep brand value is fatal. Organization has to do risk management 

to maintain the Brand confidence. 

3.  Lessons Learned 

3.1. What is “Lessons learned”? 

Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge [1] defines “Lessons learned; the 

learning gained from the process of performing the project. Lessons learned may be 

identified at any point. Also considered a project record, to be included in the lessons 

learned knowledge database.” Also this book defines Lessons learned knowledge database, 

“A store of historical information and lessons learned about both the outcomes of previous 

project section decisions and previous project performance.” 

Fig. 3: Risk Exposure Calculator 
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NASA defines “Lessons learned; the significant knowledge or understanding gained 

through past or current programs and projects that is documented and collected to benefit 

current and future programs and projects” [4].  

Many organizations believe if project teams read and undertake lessons learned, they 

would prevent future problems. However many organizations couldn’t utilize lessons 

learned database well, there are some reasons not to use them. Because lessons learned 

derived from the results of analyses done in short time or by experts of narrow technical 

area, readers feel inconvenience that writer of lessons learned didn’t consider how to 

reflect lessons learned to project activities. To adapt lesson learned to cases of different 

background, needs profound engineering experience. Dr. Petroski insisted that same 

failures had occurred in bridge design every thirty years. This means that failure 

experience may never transfer generation to generation [11]. In spite of this situation, 

organization should provide lessons learned and transfer past typical experience to young 

generation in same technical area to avoid similar failures. Dr. Hatamura recommended 

that the current lessons learned needs some modifications to be utilized by many users. He 

said, “The failures caused combination of many factors, so consequences may appear in 

many aspects. Therefore they should be analyzed from various viewpoints. In addition to 

technical aspect, psychological, economic, legal, socio-cultural and managerial aspects 

must be considered.” [12]  

However if many people think “Lessons learned” are knowledge or information, they 

don’t dare to read them or to reflect them to their projects. Because project people are 

busy, they have no time to understand and realize them. They need some help to reflect 

lessons learned. 

One solution is that “Lessons learned” should be approved as duty for project teams 

to prevent failures in future. “Lessons learned” are typical examples that show how 

failures had occurred, how countermeasures to them had been taken, and what were 

results. In most cases, many factors tangled and lead to failures, in special case some 

factors might be unknown until now. Organization should provide full-time section that 

treats “Lessons learned”. They control the activities related to lessons learned to organize 

the analysis of the cause of big failures, and set countermeasure, and deploy the result to 

all projects. They should have some authority to demand the reflection of lessons learned 

to project teams. The next step is that lessons learned will be installed into design rule or 

management instructions. 

3.2  Selection of Lessons Learned 

Users of lesson learned are experts in each field. Every division of organization should 

provide their own lessons learned. For example, categories of lessons learned in space 

developments may divide into rocket, satellite and manned system or at lower level such 

as propulsion, structure, power, communication, attitude and orbit control design, parts 

and materials, or test and launch operation, facilities, etc. Lessons learned should be 

highly suggestive and mandate to reflect them for project activities. Therefore it is vital to 

select good cases that will be core portion of it. Core cases of lessons learned should 

include all mission failures in the orbit or fight conditions, cases of failures that affected 

significantly to the mission success and events of big influence to the organization. Too 

many numbers of lessons learned will reduce motivation of project teams to read and 

implement. It is better to provide lessons learned less than twenty for each category. 
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3.3  The Process of Deploying Lessons Learned 

Figure 4 shows the process of deploying lessons learned. These steps are maximum case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(1) Make Team to Provide Lessons Learned: Making lessons learned is important job for 

the organization. To avoid biased description, several people should team up and 

discuss what are good lessons learned for their team. Team member should be 

composed of at least engineer and quality assurance and management people. 

(2) Set Up Policy for Lessons Learned: To keep good standard of lessons learned, it is 

necessary to set up policy of lessons learned. Policy needs selection of members, 

work flow, selection rule and description format, how to deploy them, etc. 

(3) Selection of Lessons Learned: Items of lessons learned should be selected by team 

along policy. There are many categories of lessons learned for personal level, office 

revel, department revel, organization revel. Organization should encourage employee 

to provide their own lessons learned. It will be base to higher level to build lessons 

learned up to organization level. 
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Fig. 4: Work Flow of Lessons Learned 
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(4) Collection of Information: If there are failure reports, they will be core information to 

lessons learned. Most failure reports contain massive information of failure analyses. 

Therefore writers of lesson learned should understand failure events exactly and 

translate them into understandable sentences with drawings and photographs. In many 

cases, failure reports had been finalized in a compressed time constraints, or they 

were consisted of limited description. Many failure reports are focused on only 

technical matters, it is seldom to state managerial mistakes which allowed failures. 

Writers of lessons learned should collect information about what consequence ensued 

after taking these recommended countermeasures and managerial matters related to 

events.   

If there are no formal failure reports related to target event, writer has to ask 

related people to this events to hand in personal reports or memorandum. 

(5) Interview with Related People: To extract good lessons learned, writer should 

interview with directly responsible person related to target events, his predecessor 

and successor or contractors and customers. experts in this fields. Every person has 

their own stand points and different information, so writer has to be neutral and 

understand what project people had achieved.  
(6) Implementation of Background Analysis: After writer collected information about 

target events, he has to implement background analysis. Background analysis means 

to inquire “why this failure happens” five times to related people. In usual, failure 

report treat only first or second layers of real cause, but it is necessary to dig into fifth 

layers of the cause. At this level, writer can understand root cause of problems and 

will set up effective countermeasures for it.   

(7) Derive the Root Cause: Team members have to discuss to derive root cause of the 

target event. There are many kind of interpretation for root cause. But it is important 

to explain root cause connecting to each background to avoid misunderstanding of 

lessons learned when deploying it.  

(8) Summarize Information: It will be attractive to readers to provide broad range of 

information concerning to the target events. Dr. Hatamura recommend lessons 

learned would provide more expanded contents that contain the analyses of causes in 

technical and managerial aspects, or what happened afterwards, related information to 

grasp the phenomena at longer duration with background information [12]. Table 1 

shows an example of contents of lessons learned. 

Table1.  An example of contents of lessons learned 

 Item  Item 

1 System 8 Causes 

2 Subsystem 9 Countermeasures 

3 End state 10 Summary 

4 Manufacturer 11 Knowledge 

5 Failure reports 12 Afterwards 

6 Events 13 Background information 

7 Process of  the failure 14 Reference 

(9) Sound Out Realizationa and Effectiveness to this Lessons Learned to Project Teams: 

Before deploying new lessons learned in entire organization, lessons learned office 
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should sound out realization and effectiveness to several project teams. According to 

their opinion, lessons learned office should modify or attach some reference to a new 

lessons learned.  

(10) Deploy it to Entire Organization:  After sounding new lessons learned, Lessons 

learned office has to deploy new lessons learned in entire organization. It is easy to 

put new lessons learned on the homepage, but it is better to hold lecture time to 

explain new lessons learned. It is best case that responsible person to the target event 

lectures about his past experience through his voice.  

(11) Support Project Teams to Realize It: Purpose of lessons learned is how to realize it in 

actual work. Lessons learned office should support project teams to realize it. In 

many case, people think work will be done when new lessons learned put on 

homepage, but real job will start from this timing. 

3.4  How to utilize lessons learned 

Many lessons learned will teach readers that most of failures would be prevented if there 

were cautious decisions by project managers or top management. Failures aren’t happened 

by only technical factors. In most cases, failures had occurred with some managerial 

defects. Lessons learned will tell readers what was the background of failures, what 

should be done then.  

 The approaches to make lessons learned such as to analyse the cause of fails, to set 

the countermeasures, and to monitor these effectiveness are the same activities of the risk 

management.  

 In many case, similar trouble had been occurring again and again, if real root cause 

hadn’t noticed and effective countermeasures hadn’t provided. Serious attitude for making 

and utilizing lessons learned will save the organization. 

 Papers or web information will impress the young generation slightly. It is important 

to transfer lessons learned by lectures. Most impressed thing can’t be written in paper but 

it will be spoken to young generation, so the related person should explain the events, 

process of failure analysis, what the focal points of the result were, how countermeasures 

were decided and taken, and what the consequences were. Through the discussion 

between senior and young generations, young people will grow their ability to perceive 

and cope with risks. 

3.5  Collect Information of Other Countries 

Since space developments had started Germany before World War II. After ending war, 

United States and Soviet Unions had taken over its job separately. Or in science field, 

United States and European community had big contribution to the world. Therefore it is 

worth to investigate experience of forerunning countries. If possible, it is worth to meet 

pioneers to discuss what focal points are. 

4. Conclusion 

Lessons learned indicate weak points of the current risk management framework. It tells 

that there should be good strategy for technical road map or where organization should 

allocate budget and human resources. To build learning organization, good feedback 

system in the process of management is necessary to provide. There is no final goal of risk 

management activities. It should be updated day by day. To make good lessons learned is 

the feedback of the failures. Many responsible people are reluctant to tell the truth. But it 
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is worth to do. In many case only one person want to keep his lessons learned, but if many 

people hold same lessons learned in common, it would motivate people to unite tightly. 

Most important thing to achieve project is to collaborate well. Good linking with lessons 

learned and risk management will prevent further failures and strengthen the power of 

organization. This enables to keep brand value in business opportunities today. 
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